II.12

Changes

Opposition deemed not to have been filed

legal basis

No special provision.

data in PRS for


field meaning

| yymmdd | Date of issue of the European Patent Bulletin in which the change or correction is published. |
| yymmdd' | Date on which the opposition was filed. |
| "opp. name" | Name of the opponent. |

code meaning

References to deletions, corrections and alterations related to entries previously published in sections II.1 to II.11 of the European Patent Bulletin appear in section II.12 Changes. This points exclusively to corrections due to printing or encoding errors or to alterations in pieces of information previously published in the bulletin.

This code refers to a correction of the last entry in the bulletin concerning an opposition which is deemed not to have been filed, published in section "II.7(1) Opposition deemed not to have been filed". Given is the correct ...

see related codes
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